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Abstract. The nuclear energy programme of Canada started at Chalk River Laboratories with the
setting up of Zero Energy Experimental Site in 1945. One of the early research reactors of Canada, the
National Research Universal (NRU) continues to provide 70% of the world requirement of isotopes
for medical and industrial applications. A CANDU prototype (208 MW(e)) came on line in 1967 and
based on this concept, Canada has a large nuclear power programme. The role of nuclear research
centres has evolved with time starting with strategic research in the initial phases through to
implementation of technology, building and supporting industry, and carrying out advanced
technology development. Most of these centres have important assets in terms of licensed sites, trained
personnel, research reactors, shielded facilities and expertise for handling large quantities of
radioactivity and high tech laboratories for advanced R&D. These centres would, therefore, continue
to play an important role in emission free and economic energy generation, nuclear medicine, food
irradiation and industrial applications. Nuclear research centres in different countries are at various
stages of development and have many unique features. However, there are generic issues and much
will be gained by developing a shared vision for the future and implementing programmes in a
collaborative manner.

Historical perspective in Canada

• Nuclear technology in Canada began more than 50 years ago at Chalk River Laboratories
• Progressed from scientific discovery to multi-billion dollar per year Canadian industry in

nuclear power, uranium supply, and nuclear medicine
• Role of AECL laboratories has evolved over time

- strategic development role, basic science in physics and chemistry
- development of facilities, technology and techniques
- training of industry experts
- applied development of nuclear power and nuclear medicine
- development of domestic nuclear industry
- support of commercial reactor technology
- advancement of reactor technology to next generation

• High degree of international co-operation during pre-commercial development decreases
as commercial implementation proceeds

• 1945 Sept. 5 First sustained fission reaction in Canada achieved in ZEEP (Zero Energy
Experimental Pile)

• From those early days came larger and more powerful research reactor designs:
1947 NRX (National Research Experimental)
1957 NRU (National Research Universal)

• NRX and NRU have been key facilities in development of CANDU design
• NRU produces ~70% of world radioisotope supply for medical and industrial applications
• NRU continues to be used by AECL and NRC for CANDU fuel and materials testing and

for advanced materials research
• 1962: First CANDU prototype, Nuclear Power Demonstration (NPD), feeds nuclear-

generated electricity to the Ontario grid
• 1967: A larger CANDU prototype, the 208 MW Douglas Point generating station supplies

electricity to the grid
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• 1971: The first of the Pickering a 520 MW(e) commercial scale CANDU reactors go into
operation

• 1987: The CANDU nuclear power system is cited as being one of Canadas 10 most
significant engineering accomplishments during the first 100 years of engineering in
Canada

• 1994: Dr. Bertram Blockhouse shares the Nobel Prize for Physics for work on the
applications of neutron beams performed at Chalk River in the 1950s

Current roles of AECL laboratories

• Maintain design and licensing basis for domestic nuclear technology
• Advance the technology for next generation reactor designs
• Develop new products and services
• R&D to resolve operating issues for existing CANDU plants
• International collaboration in "non-commercial" R&D
• Support Government public policy role in nuclear technology

Status of AECL laboratories

• Reduction in R&D programs since 1985 — more applied focus
• Closure of AECL White shell Laboratories underway
- consolidation of some facilities and programmes to Chalk River
• Chalk River infrastructure refurbishment underway
• NRX in phase 1 decommissioning, NRU to be shut down by 2005
• Other R&D business tenants at CRL
• Proposing replacement Canadian Neutron Facility jointly with National Research Council

of Canada
• Respective roles of Government and AECL under review

Characteristics of NRCs today

• Licensed site(s)
• Research reactor(s)
• Shielded facilities (hot cells)
• Infrastructure for handling radioactive and fissile material
• Radioactive analysis and test facilities for chemistry, corrosion, etc.
• Associated facilities for thermal hydraulics, fuel development, materials research,

component development and qualification, etc.
• Highly trained, specialised staff

Current challenges for NRCs

• Maintaining licensed site has significant fixed cost component
• Ageing facilities and infrastructure requires investment
• Cost of historic waste management and decommissioning
• Continued government investment in nuclear research centre programmes

- Basic science & training
- Build & support domestic industry
- Long term or pre-commercial R&D
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Contributions of nuclear science and engineering R&D to Canada (R&D advisory panel
report)
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• Public acceptance of nuclear technology — need to communicate benefits of nuclear
technology

• Need new vision for next century

Nuclear technology in 21st century

Important continuing role:

• Large scale, clean (emission free), economic energy generation
- electricity, transportation, industrial

• Nuclear medicine
- isotopes, accelerators, BNCT, etc.

• Food irradiation
• Industrial applications

Role ofNRCs in 21st century

• Role determined by scope of desired nuclear technology application within country
- develop strategic knowledge base
- implement nuclear technology applications
- build & support domestic nuclear industry
- advanced nuclear technology development

• Roles likely to evolve with time and experience
• Different level of Nuclear Research capability required for different roles

Possible vision for NRCs

• Infrastructure and technology base as national Resource
- licensed site & key nuclear facilities
- training resource for nuclear industry infrastructure
- support the design and licensing basis of domestic or imported technology
- perform long term or pre-commercial R&D
- provide public policy support for nuclear technology
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Time

• Industry funded R&D to advance domestic nuclear products
• Utility funded R&D to support domestic nuclear power plants
• Multi-use of site "nuclear capabilities" by other tenants (share fixed costs)

- isotope production (business partnerships)
- neutron scattering (academic partnerships)
- applied science partnerships (on-site institutes)
- industrial processing of "active" materials & commercial R&D

• Expand international R&D collaboration on generic topics

- e.g. radiological sciences

A way forward

• Participating countries at various stages of nuclear development

• Each will have unique history & path to follow
• Many issues are generic and common to all
• Much to be gained from sharing

- History and current situation
- Issues and challenges for future
- Realities of current environment
- Potential for international collaboration

• Develop shared vision for the future
• Co-ordinate communication of benefits of nuclear technology to public.
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